Future 1 Package: Student Book (with Practice Plus CD-ROM) And Workbook (Future English For Results)
Synopsis

Future’s research-based, comprehensive curriculum empowers learners with the academic, workplace, and media literacy skills they need to get ahead. Future prepares students with 21st century skills, helping them transition to further education or career training. Student book with Interactive Practice Plus CD-ROM enables learners to persist by providing multiple pathways to learning. Built-in multilevel instruction ensures the success of every student. The Practice Plus CD-ROM included with the Student Book is an extraordinary tool for individualizing instruction. It allows students to direct their own learning, working on precisely what they need and practicing what they choose to work on as many times as they like. In addition, the CD-ROM provides all the audio files for the book, enabling students to listen as they wish to any of the material that accompanies the text. Future is a six-level, four-skills course that empowers learners with the academic and workplace skills they need to get ahead by helping them transition to further education or career training.
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Customer Reviews

Have taught ESOL for years. This series for adults is interesting, variety of activities and challenging enough to maintain the interest of the students.

Comes with extra practice book with many exercises, and CD with extra computer practice and all
the audio. Better deal than I expected.

This book and workbook number one is part of the complete course. My opinion is that this is an excellent course to learn English.

This book was bought for my neighbor who is at long last taking English as a Second Language. It has met her needs very well.

It's very nice....help me study for english. I like this books.CD-ROM and Workbook are better help me.thank you.

Workbook was missing from the package! Product does not match with the description!

books are fine but the CDs do not work, it frustrating that do not serve

It's good book, can help me improving English level
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